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Bree is THE copywriter to turn to if you want to improve sales or if you need general content written from scratch for your publication. Bree communicates in a style that’s easy to understand and entertains even if the subjects are complex or could be seen otherwise as dry.

Tom Martin, YouTube Growth Specialist
Channel Fuel
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Bree is full of energy, positivity, and has a true passion and talent for the art of authentic writing. As Bree’s past manager, I was able to put my trust in Bree and her ability to deliver a content strategy that bridged and upleveled efforts for multi-media campaigns, events, social media strategy, client communications, and even company culture.
Bree had a wonderful habit of keeping in the loop with what was trending and newsworthy in our markets and helped us reflect on our content efforts and channels quarterly with reporting and analysis.
I would highly recommend Bree to any team and company searching for a fantastic writer, collaborative team player, and dependable program manager to entrust their content strategy to.

Brittany Gurr, Product Marketing Manager
Nutrislice
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Bree is a content marketing rockstar! She understands concepts quickly and everything is delivered on time with minimal revisions needed. Her work has helped convince potential customers we are #1 in our field.

Rex Kurzius, Founder
Asset Panda
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